Faust' Given Here
In Modern Dress
Overcoming Crisis

Audience Cheers Singers Performing Without Orchestra, Music, Scenery or Costumes

by Charles B. Ryan

Meeting the emergency of presenting Giacomo Puccini’s opera, “Faust,” with a small ensemble of six singers and an orchestra of five, the Opera-Orchestra Company completely won its battle at Municipal Auditorium.

There was a truce of musical sympathy between the star tenor and the audience after the feeble opening of the opera, which was prevent- ed from being present without orchestra, music, scenery or costumes by the exigencies of the present state of affairs.

The tenor, headed by Josephine O’Hara, was heard by the audience, which was won over by the straightforwardness of the performance.

The opera was presented without orchestra, music, scenery or costumes, except for the light of the electric light at Municipal Auditorium.
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FRANCE TO BARGAIN WITH NAZI

Free Hand for Hitler In East Price of Peace Gesture for West

RENUNION OF WAR IS PROPOSED

Expansion To Westward Temporarily Halted By De Fuehrer

Paris, Nov. 15—France prepared to accept a bargain with Benito Mussolini of Italy and Adolf Hitler of Germany in the last attempt to prevent the outbreak of a new war.

In return, France would demand the withdrawal of Italian troops from Ethiopia.

The French government has been informed that the Italian troops are being withdrawn from the Ethiopian Front after the latter was defeated by British forces in Africa.

REICH INDICTS AT CRITICISM ABROAD

Vitamins of Persecution Began A. U. Officials For Fais

Berlin, Nov. 15—The Reich government revealed that it had been forced to move against the United States for the first time.

The Reich government has been informed that the Italian troops are being withdrawn from the Ethiopian Front after the latter was defeated by British forces in Africa.

U.S. Ambassador Hugh R. Wilson, who was appointed last week to represent the United States in the situation with President Roosevelt (Associated Press Photo)

NAZI QUARANTINE IN ALL AMERICAS

MAY BE U.S. AIM

Imposition of End of Diplomatic Relations Noted In Recall

by Harri L. Simpson

Washington, Nov. 15—A proposal to recall the American ambassador to Germany, on the second of diplomatic relations.

The proposal was made by the United States government in response to a demand by the German government for the recall of the American ambassador.
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END TO RELATIONS ARSENIC ALK.

Nov. 15—The German government announced that it had decided to end relations with the United States.

The decision was made after a series of diplomatic incidents, including the recall of the American ambassador to Germany.
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envoy to Germany summoned after anti-Jewish drive

Summons of ambassador revealed President's own order

United defense of Americas is plan

Treaty of Jews By Nazis Pictuared As Beyond Belief

Washington, Nov. 15—A treaty with Germany was signed in the United States for the protection of American Jews.

The treaty was signed by President Roosevelt and the German government.
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end to relations asked